MASTER OF ARTS IN DIPLOMATIC STUDIES

Dissertations 2008 - 2009

CHINWE ONYES - Nigeria’s Role in the Anti-Apartheid Struggle.

GABRIEL CAMENZULI - EU-Us relations on security issues - a focus on Iran

RUTH VELLA - Trafficking of Women and Children for the Purpose of Sexual Exploitation in the Balkans

IVANA STERBOVA - Comparison of Migration Issues between the Czech Republic and Malta

GEORGI ENGELBRECHT - The Empire strikes back? - Russia’s Foreign Policy towards the Middle East in the Putin-Medvedev-Era.

NADINE ABU SWAI - The Foreign Policy of dictatorial regimes in Europe 1936 to 1939: Germany, Soviet Union and Italy.

LOURDES PULLICINO – The Impact of Public Opinion on Foreign Policy: Case Study of Malta’s Accession to the EU.


ANTHONY ATTARD - EU-Ukraine relations through the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP): What prospects?

NIKOL SAMMUT - How can Europe play a more effective role in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict?


ROMAULD BOLLIGER - Swiss Foreign Policy: (r)evolution a priori? An assessment of major trends and potential challenges, including a case study on the Mediterranean Region.

JEAN CLAUDE CACHIA - A state under attack: The rise of Mafia in Italy.

ANDREW VALENZIA - Economic Diplomacy in International Games/Sport/Olympics.

LORNA BUTTIGIEG - The Role of Nation-Building within a globalised world.

ANDREW CARUANA GALIZIA - The Human Right to Development: The Role of NGOs in Assisting Malta to meet its obligations.

PETER PAUL MUSCAT - Is the information stored in DNA and other genetic material intellectual property or the common heritage of mankind?

ABRAHAM CASSAR - The growing concern about illegal migration and detention policies in Malta.

MILOS RADAKOVIC - Transformational Diplomacy: The Potential for Cultural and Media Diplomacy?